
Question about ARI Quiz functionality
Posted by gsgreene - 2009/03/13 00:14
_____________________________________

I am making my decision to purchase a quiz application and was hoping to get some information from you regarding ARI
Quiz. 

I've reviewed the FAQs and forums before posting this and tried to search for the answers ahead of time. If, however one
of the answers to these questions has already been posted on an of  your online locations, I apologize ahead of time for
asking.  Not all of the functions I'm asking about are completely necessary but it's more of a wish list for me.  


1.) Can you distinguish questions as being a separate level of dificulty?  For instance easy-medium-difficult.  Or can you
create separate subcategories for each level?

2.) Although a pretty basic question, is there a limit on the number of questions that you can have in any one test?


3.) Is there a limit on the number of characters in a single question?


4.) Can a user save their results and view these reults at a later time?


5.) Can a user skip a question and return back to that skipped question at any time during the test?  For example, during
a 50 question test, can a user skip question 10, and at question 25 jump back to question 10 to complete the answer? 


6.) Is there an option to take a timed v. untimed test?


7.) Can the results be downloaded as a pdf document?


8.) Can the results be tailored to give a detailed explanation of the answer?


Thanks for your help.

============================================================================

Re:Question about ARI Quiz functionality
Posted by admin - 2009/03/13 07:27
_____________________________________

Hello,

Thanks for interest in ARI Quiz. According to your questions:

1) You can use for this purpose 'Question category' if you want that quiz contains questions with defferent levels.

2) Yes, quiz contains this option.

3) No

4) Yes, all user results are stored in database and user can see it at any time on 'Quiz Statistics' page.

5) User can skip question with help 'Skip' button. But the questions will be read sequentially, the user will not be able to
move from the first question to the tenth.

6) Yes, you can set this option in quiz settings.

7) No. Currently ARI Quiz don't have this possibility.

8) Each question contains 'Note' field which can use for explanation answers and use can see this field on quiz results
page.
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You can see ARI Quiz in action on our demo server:

http://www.demo2.ari-soft.com/index.php?option=com_ariquiz&Itemid=53

Frontend user:
login: demo
pass: demo

Backend user:
login: demoadmin
pass: demoadmin

PS: You can download quiz help in CHM format here http://www.ari-soft.com/non-commercial/ARI%20Quiz_help.zip

Regards,
ARI Soft

Regards,
ARI Soft
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